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Abstract
Multi-stream interactive systems can be seen as “hidden adversary” systems (HAS), where the observable
behaviour on any interaction channel is aﬀected by interactions happening on other channels. One way of
modelling HAS is in the form of a multi-process I/O automata, where each interacting process appears as a
token in a shared state space. Constraints in the state space specify how the dynamics of one process aﬀects
other processes. We deﬁne the “liveness criterion” of each process as the end objective to be achieved by the
process. The problem now for each process is to achieve this objective in the face of unforeseen interferences
from other processes. In an earlier paper, it was proposed that this uncertainty can be mitigated by
collaboration among the disparate processes. Two types of collaboration philosophies were also suggested:
altruistic collaboration and pragmatic collaboration. This paper addresses the HAS validation problem
where processes collaborate altruistically.
Keywords: Validation, open-world systems, hidden-adversary systems, collaboration, altruistic
collaboration.
1 Introduction
Information systems can be broadly classiﬁed into three kinds: algorithmic systems,
hidden-variable systems and hidden-adversary systems (HAS) [5,11,9].
Figure 1(a) depicts an algorithmic system. A purely algorithmic system repre-
sents a closed world computation with exactly one input and one output interaction.
Mathematical and library functions in application programs are examples of algo-
rithmic processes. Their observable behaviour is in the form of an atomic transition
from the start of the computation to its end.
Figure 1(b) shows a hidden-variable system, also called a single-stream inter-
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Fig. 1. Algorithmic, Hidden Variable and Hidden Adversary Systems
input is dependent not only on the current input values, but also on the history of
previous interactions.
Such systems can be modelled as hidden-variable systems, where one or more
unobservable variables encapsulate the history of previous interactions. The in-
teractive process may be of ﬁnite duration after which, the process ends and the
history of interactions is discarded. On the other hand, the interactive process may
be of inﬁnite duration, where the history is never discarded.
Most information systems are of a third variety as depicted in Figure 1(c). The
system interacts over multiple interaction streams simultaneously. The streams need
not be independent of one another and the interactive dynamics on one stream can
interfere with the observable behaviour on another stream. This interference may
be by design or unintended.
The observable behaviour of a process on any interaction channel cannot be
adequately modeled by hidden variables. The processes would seem to be aﬀected by
hidden adversaries that inﬂuence their observable behaviour. We call such systems
as hidden-adversary systems (HAS).
Interactive processes in a HAS could be of ﬁnite or inﬁnite duration. In this
work, we will only be considering ﬁnite duration processes. This means that the
interactive behaviour on each channel can be modelled as “sessions” of a given
duration.
One of the main challenges in designing multi-stream interactive systems is to
model the space of these interferences and manage them eﬀectively at run-time.
Unfortunately, most of the existing meta-models for system design, focus primarily
on the problem of modelling interaction that is part of the service logic.
Interferences in a HAS are not part of the service logic. As a result, they
may not be suﬃciently accounted for during system speciﬁcation and design. They
arise because of the shared state space used by all the processes. Interferences by
hidden adversaries cause individual processes appear to behave erratically or very
ineﬃciently, even though in isolation, they appear to work perfectly. It is hence
imperative for the system designer to adequately model interferences in the system
and provide guarantees of liveness and safety in the presence of hidden adversaries.




Fig. 2. Example Assembly Line Scenario
In this paper, we address a speciﬁc part of liveness checking for HAS. Since the
interactive process on each channel is in the form of a ﬁnite-duration session, we
deﬁne the liveness criterion as being able to successfully complete a session in the
face of unexpected interferences from other processes.
In an earlier paper [10], we had suggested that individual processes in a HAS,
can mitigate uncertainty by collaborating with other processes in the system. The
application scenario we have in mind is of systems made of multiple autonomous
agents, each of which are pursuing their own individual objectives. Since they share
the same state space, they interfere with one another’s progress.
For instance, consider the assembly ﬂoor example shown in Figure 2, where E1,
E2, E3 are the diﬀerent entry points for autonomous assembly line robots which
collectively help build a product and exit via F3, F1 and F2 respectively. The
liveness criterion for each robot is to ﬁnish its allocated work and exit the assembly
ﬂoor to recharge itself. However, because of various dependencies and interferences,
a robot would not be able to unilaterally reach its end state. The robots should
collaborate and develop a collective strategy to mitigate uncertainties that arise
because of their mutual interferences.
A concept called “collaboration number” was also introduced in [10] that can
be used to calibrate a HAS system model by specifying the minimum number of
collaborators required for processes to achieve their liveness criteria. The term col-
laboration number actually refers to a set of numbers deﬁning diﬀerent parameters
pertaining to collaboration. In this paper, we expand on this work and introduce
algorithms to identify the collaboration number of a class of hidden-adversary sys-
tems.
2 Interaction Schema
Before addressing the validation problem for HAS, we introduce a meta-model to
capture interferences. The meta-model interaction schema 4 was ﬁrst introduced
in [9], but has subsequently undergone several changes. Essential details of the
interaction schema is provided here for the sake of completeness.
4 Strictly speaking, it should be called “interference schema” rather than “interaction schema”; but we
shall be using the latter term, since it is already in use.
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Formally, an interaction schema is an I/O automaton [7] having a shared state
space and augmented with normative constraints. It is of the form:
I = (S,L, S0,H, δ, ψ)
where S is a set of states that is shared by all processes using the space; L is a set
of labels describing tasks (input, output, internal actions) performed by processes;
S0 ⊂ S is a set of start states, where processes are created; and H ⊂ S is a set of
end states, where processes seek to end up in. δ : S×L→ S is a transition function
that deﬁnes state transitions by processes on performing tasks in L. ψ ⊆ S×M×S
is a set of constraints that describe interferences among processes in the space. The
term M refers to a constraint modality. In this model M = {O,P, F} indicating
obligated, permitted and forbidden modalities respectively.
Any constraint c ∈ ψ is written in the form s→M [s′] and is read as: if there is a
process in state s, then state s′ gets a modality M . Interpretation of the modalities
are as follows:
• s → P [s′]. If there is a process in state s, only then is it permitted for a process
to enter state s′
• s → F [s′] As long as there is at least one process in state s, it is forbidden for
any process to enter state s′
• s → O[s′] If there is a process in state s, it is obligated that another process
should be in state s′. In other words, as long as there is no process in state s′,
the process in s cannot leave state s.
We can note that the constraints P and F act on entry conditions, while O which
is a waiting constraint, acts on the exit condition of a state. The O constraint also
acts in the reverse direction, constraining the tail-end of the rule, rather than the
head.
A process can be created in any s0 ∈ S0 only if the modality of s0 is P , and
any process can exit the system from any h ∈ H only if there are no unsatisﬁed
O constraints from h. When a state has two or more active incoming constraints,
the net modality that it obtains is the conjunction of all the incoming modalities.
Conjunction rules are deﬁned as follows: O ∧ O ⇒ O, P ∧ P ⇒ P , F ∧ F ⇒ F ,
P ∧ F ⇒ F , O ∧ P ⇒ O, O ∧ F ⇒ F
In addition to the above properties, the interaction schema also has the following
properties:
• Constraints apply to processes other than the one which poses the constraint.
Some typical examples are given below:
(i) A constraint of the form s → F [s] denotes a critical section, where only one
process can be in state s at any time.
(ii) A constraint of the form s → O[s] denotes a livelock, where once a process
enters state s, it cannot leave the state until another process enters s.
(iii) The self-constraint s→ P [s] denotes an implausible condition.
• Transitions between states are assumed to be atomic and the constraint is assumed
to hold till the transition is complete. Hence if there is a constraint of the form
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s → P [s′], a process that has entered state s can now also move to enter state
s′ if there is a transition from s to s′. The permission on s′ ceases to hold only
after the process has successfully entered the next state after s.
• When a constraint ceases to hold, the negation of the constraint is now said to
hold. The negation rules for constraints are as shown: ¬P ⇒ F , ¬F ⇒ P ,
¬O ⇒ P
In general the system is assumed to be maximal ; that is, any state with no
incoming constraint is said to have a P modality by default. (Everything is permit-
ted, unless forbidden). Only those states that have an incoming P constraint are
minimal. They are forbidden, unless their incoming P constraints are active.
In practical applications, the interaction schema is generalized to include richer
constraint semantics. (See for example, LogicFence [6], which is an implementation
of interaction schema). However, as the objective here is to ultimately develop
a theory for HAS, we start with simple formulations of the interaction schema
model. We are also aware of several limitations about the expressiveness of the
current model of the interaction schema. For instance, constraint disjunctions are
not deﬁned. Similarly, constraints do not propagate in the system. However, as
a ﬁrst step towards developing a theory of HAS, we will be working with these
simpliﬁcations in this paper.
3 The Collaboration Number of an Interaction Schema
Given an interaction schema I and a process x, the process begins execution in some
state s0 ∈ S0 (if it is permitted), and performs a series of tasks to ﬁnally reach one
of the end states h ∈ H. It then exits the system if there is no unsatisﬁed outgoing
O constraint from h.
Because the journey from the start to the end state is fraught with uncertain
interferences from other processes, a process seeks to mitigate these uncertainties
by collaborating with other processes, whose behaviours it can reasonably predict.
Other than the collaborators, all other processes in the system are said to be ad-
versaries, which can potentially block the process from reaching its end state.
For the purposes of validation, we take a worst-case scenario where the objective
of any adversary is to block all paths to end states, while the objective of the
collaborators is to open as many paths to the end state as possible, by blocking the
adversaries’ plans.
Deﬁnition 3.1 Given an interaction schema I, and a path S = s0 . . . h in the state
space of I from the start state to one of the end states, a collaboration number
L
m,n
k (S) is deﬁned for path S in I where: k is the minimum number of collaborator
processes required to guarantee that no adversary can block any state in S, and for
every m steps taken by the adversaries, the set of collaborators can take n steps.
(3.1)
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In the above deﬁnition, a “step” is deﬁned as one of the following:
(i) Creation of a process
(ii) A process executing a state transition
(iii) A process exiting the system
There are these important issues to note in the above deﬁnition:
• A system with a collaboration number Lm,nk (S) is not reducible to a system of
the form L1,nk (S). For instance consider a system, where, for every two steps of
the adversary, collaborator processes take three steps.
• A system where the adversaries’ processes have a head start of m steps is de-
ﬁned as a −Lm,nk (S) system. However this paper does not address systems where
adversaries get a head start. In fact, in this work, we assume that all the col-
laborator process move into their respective positions even before the adversaries















Fig. 3. An L1,1
1
(s0s2s5h) system
Figure 3 shows a system that is L1,11 when the path s0s2s5h is considered. With
one collaborator process entering state s1, this path is freed from any incoming
blocking constraints. As long as a collaborator process is in s1 any number of
processes can traverse s0s2s5h and satisfy their liveness criteria.
For the paths s0s3s6h and s0s1s4h, the collaboration number is said to be L∞.
No matter how many collaborator processes are there, these paths can never be
freed of adverse interferences, since an adversary entering state s2 can block both
these paths.
In fact, in Figure 3, the collaborator process for the path s0s2s5h does not
have its own liveness criteria guaranteed, because its path s0s1s4h always has an
uncertainty. So any collaborator in this system wishing to free the path s0s2s5h
needs to “sacriﬁce” its own liveness guarantees for the sake of the path.
This brings us to deﬁne two kinds of collaboration: altruistic and pragmatic
collaboration. The term L in Deﬁnition 3.1 is hence replaced by either A or P to
denote the collaboration type.
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Deﬁnition 3.2 In an interaction schema I, a given path S = s0 . . . h from one of
the start states to one of the end states, is said to have an altruistic collaboration
number Am,nk (S) if there exists a set of k processes and k states such that:
• There exists a sequence of steps where the k processes can occupy these k states,
where for every n steps taken by the set of collaborators, adversaries can take m
steps
• After the k states have been occupied, the path S is free of uncertainty as long
as the k states are occupied
• The k collaborator processes have no guarantees regarding their own liveness
criteria. (3.2)
Based on this deﬁnition, we can see that the interaction schema of Fig 3 has an
altruistic collaboration number A1,11 (s0s2s5h).
Alternatively, we can also think of an interaction schema where collaboration is









Fig. 4. A system allowing for pragmatic collaboration: A P 1,1
1
(s0s2s4h, s0s1s3h) system
In Figure 4, we can see that a pair of processes can mutually help each other
to reach the end state. Given a process p1 and a collaborator process p2, p2 ﬁrst
goes to state s1 and waits for the p1 to enter s2. Next, p2 enters state s3 and waits
for p1 to enter s4. Following this, both can enter the ﬁnal state h. This kind of
collaboration is termed pragmatic collaboration.
We shall not be going into details of pragmatic collaboration and shall restrict
ourselves to altruistic collaboration checking in this paper.
Incidentally, Figure 4 also has an altruistic collaboration number A1,12 (s0s1s3h)
and A1,13 (s0s2s4h). For the former path, there needs to be two collaborators occupy-
ing states s1 and s2; while for the latter path, there needs to be three collaborators
occupying states s1, s2 and s3. There are however, examples of interaction schema
that allow pragmatic collaboration, but have no altruistic collaboration number.
This is beyond the scope of this paper.
In this paper, we shall also be restricting ourselves to interaction schema that
have a single start state s0. Given an interaction schema having multiple start
states (denoted by set S0), we reduce it to one having a single start state for the
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purposes of validation. This is done by creating a single start state s0 and adding
-transitions from s0 to each of the states in S0.
This is not an entirely accurate translation, since it aﬀects the m and n counts in
the collaboration number. Also, if an incoming F constraint holds on a start state
s ∈ S0, in the former case, no process can be created at all, while in the latter case,
a process can be created in s0 where it is stuck while trying to enter s. However,
as we will see in the next section, these inaccuracies do not aﬀect validating of
altrusitic collaboration.
4 Liveness Validation for Altruistic Collaboration
As described earlier, the altruistic collaboration number of a given schema is of the
form Am,nk (S); where k is the number of collaborative processes required to guarantee
that S is a safe path (i.e. a fully permitted path). Also m is the number of steps
the adversary processes can take for n steps taken by the collaborator processes.
In the simplest form of altruistic collaboration that we will be addressing here,
the following assumption holds: all collaborator processes take all their required
steps to ensure a safe path, before the adversary processes take even a single step.
The collaboration number for a system with such a simplifying assumption, takes
the form, A1,jk (S).
Even with such a simpliﬁcation, ﬁnding the collaboration number for such a
system is non-trivial because given any path, it involves the following steps:
(i) Determining the number of collaborator processes k required to ensure a safe
path and the states the processes need to be in (also called as dependent states).
(ii) Calculating the total number of steps j, the set of k collaborators need to take
to move into their designated states.
(iii) Providing a sequence of moves which will ensure that all the k collaborators
can move into their designated states (in the presence of constraints between
the dependent states).
The optimal solution to the problem would be to determine the minimum num-
ber of collaborator processes required (kmin) and the minimum number of steps
the collaborator processes need to take (jmin), along with the sequence of steps.
However, ﬁnding the optimal solution turns out to be NP-hard. Hence we provide
heuristics in the following section to determine some non-trivial, safe values for the
number of collaborators and the number of steps they have to take.
In order to develop the heuristics, we deﬁne the following terms for an interaction
schema I = (S,L, s0,H, δ, ψ):
Clean state: Any state s ∈ S is called a clean state if its modality is always P .
This means that there is no incoming constraint on s, or it can be shown that
even with the incoming constraint, the resultant modality on s will be P . (4.1)
Safe path: Any path between any two states in S is said to be a safe path, if it
made up of all clean states. (4.2)
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Dependent state: Any state that a collaborator process needs to occupy in order
to ensure a safe path for the required liveness criteria is called a dependent state.
(4.3)
In addition, we also make an implicit assumption that if all constraints were to
be removed from the schema, all states s ∈ S are reachable from the start state s0.
4.1 Heuristic H1: Number of collaborator processes (k)
In this heuristic, we concentrate on the problem of determining the number of
altruistic collaborators k required in order to ensure that a given path S is a safe
path. Later on, we will look into determining the number of steps j required for
collaborators to enter their respective states and the sequence in which the states
have to be occupied. We begin this heuristic with the following lemmas.
Lemma 4.1 Before any adversary enters the system, a process requires collabora-
tors only to enter states that have incoming P constraints.
Proof. For a given state s, the only constraints that aﬀect its entry are incoming P
and F constraints. The O constraint only acts on the exit of processes from states
and hence is not relevant here.
Since there are no adversaries in the system, a process can by default enter a
state that has an incoming F constraint without any collaborators.
However, a state having an incoming P constraint is forbidden unless the con-
straint is active. A process cannot enter such a state without having a collaborator
to trigger the P constraint. 
Lemma 4.2 In an altruistic system of the form A1,jk (S), any state s ∈ S that has
an incoming chain of 1 or more P constraints of the form si → P [si+1], si+1 →
. . . → P [s], can be made into a clean state only if si is clean.
Proof. This can be proved by induction. Assume that there is a chain of n P
constraints leading to state s. When n = 1, it constitutes a constraint of the form
si → P [s]. In such a case, it is apparent that state s can be made clean by a
collaborator process entering state si. This can happen only if si is clean.
Assume now that the lemma holds for an arbitrary value of n. That is, there is
a set of n P constraints starting from state si leading to state s, and state s can be
made clean only if state si is clean.
Since we assume that all collaborators take their positions before the adversaries
even take their ﬁrst step, the only way state si can be unclean is by an incoming
P constraint (Lemma 4.1). Adding a P constraint to state si from another state sj
increases the length of the chain by 1, and it follows from the previous argument
that state si and hence state s, can be made clean only if state sj is clean. 
Note that as a result of the above lemma, cycles arising because of a set of con-
straints of the form s → P [s′] and s′ → P [s] can be eliminated from consideration,
as both s and s′ can never be assured to be clean.
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Lemma 4.3 Any state s that has an incoming FP ∗F constraint chain, can be made
clean with just one collaborator.
Here, FP ∗F means an F constraint acting on s from a state on which there is
a chain of 0 or more P constraints, that ends with an F constraint.
Proof. If the constraint leading to s is of the form sj → F [s], then s would be
unclean if sj is clean (allowing an adversary to enter it at any time).
Since there is a chain of P constraints acting on sj, it follows from Lemma 4.2
that sj can be clean only if the state si at the head of the P chain is clean.
Since there is an incoming F constraint of the form s′ → F [si] leading to the
head state of the P chain, a collaborator process entering s′ can ensure that si is
never clean. 
Based on these lemmas, we can now determine whether k =∞ as follows:
Theorem 4.4 An interaction schema is an A1,j∞ (S) system only if there exists a
state s ∈ S which has an incoming chain of FP ∗ or FO constraints or there exists
a constraint of the form s′ → P [s], where s, s′ ∈ S and s′ can only be reached via s.
Here FP ∗ means an F constraint acting on s of the form s′ → F [s], and on
s′, there is a chain of 0 or more P constraints of the form si → P [si+1], si+1 →
. . . → P [s′]. The term FO means a pair of constraints of the form s′ → F [s] and
s′ → O[s′′], that is, an incoming F constraint into s and an outgoing O constraint
from the state forbidding s.
Proof. In order to prove this, we ﬁrst note that there should be at least one state
s ∈ S that has an incoming P or F constraint or an outgoing O constraint, in order
for k (the number of required collaborators) to be greater than 0. If we can show
that the constraints leading to s are such that, we can never assure s to be clean,
then we see that k =∞.
If there is a P constraint of the form s′ → P [s], where s, s′ ∈ S, to enter state
s, there must be a collaborator process in state s′. Since the only path to s is via s
and s cannot be entered, the system is an A1,j∞ (S) system.
If there is a chain of one or more P constraints leading to s, from Lemma 4.2, s
can be made clean by collaborators entering the chain. It does not matter if the P
chain has incoming F or O constraints from anywhere since we assume that there
are no adversaries in the system until all collaborators have taken their positions
(Lemma 4.1).
If there is an O constraint of the form s → O[s′] leading from s, we can clean
s, by placing a collaborator in s′. This requires us to ensure that s′ is clean, which
can be assured trivially if there are no constraints on s′ or there are only incoming
F constraints. An incoming P chain of constraints can be handled as shown in
Lemma 4.2. An outgoing O constraint from s′ will be a recursive formulation of the
same problem.
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The only way now that s can be left unclean is to have a constraint of the form
s′ → F [s], where s′ is assured clean (thus allowing an adversary to enter s′ at any
time). As shown in the previous steps, s′ can be clean if:
(i) No constraint is acting on s′, or
(ii) There is a chain of P constraints starting from a clean state, acting on s′, or
(iii) There is an outgoing O constraint from s′ (which does not prevent entry into
s′)
This gives the FP ∗ and FO chains speciﬁed in the theorem. 



















Fig. 5. A∞ systems
Figure 6 illustrates the FP ∗F chain described in Lemma 4.3, where a state can
















Fig. 6. Systems with F rules
4.2 Algorithm A1: Number of Collaborator Processes
Given these underpinnings, we now turn to the problem of determining k for an
arbitrary interaction schema. To determine the number of collaborator processes k
required, we perform the following steps:
(i) Initialization: We deﬁne two sets, a dependency set D and a collaboration
set C which are initially empty. D = {}, C = {}
(ii) Determine if the system is an A1,j∞ (S) system: For each state s ∈ S, we
check if it has an incoming FP ∗ chain of constraints or an FO chain or a P
constraint of the form s′ → P [s], where s, s′ ∈ S and s′ can only be reached
via s. If there is such a state, then the system is an A1,j∞ (S) system (Theorem
4.4).
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(iii) Else, Determine the Dependent states: For each state s ∈ S, we check
if it has an incoming FP ∗F or P constraint or an outgoing O constraint. We
add all such states in the dependency set D.
(iv) Paths to Dependent states: For each state s ∈ D, if it is not in C, we
determine a path p from the start state s0 to the state s. There might be mul-
tiple such paths, which we store in a stack (for backtracking later, if required)
and select a path pmin that has the minimum number of states with incom-
ing P constraints. We do this to reduce the number of collaborator processes
required. Only incoming P constraints are considered because of Lemma 4.1.
All states in path pmin with an incoming P constraint are added to the depen-
dency set D. We then add state s to the collaboration set C, provided state s
does not have a cyclic dependency of F constraints of the form, s→ F [s′] and
s′ → F [s] with another state s′ ∈ C. In the event of such a dependency, we
backtrack to another path.
(v) Backtracking condition: The algorithm backtracks to another path in the
stack when there is no state s ∈ D which can be added to C and D − C 	= {}
(vi) Termination condition: The algorithm terminates when: ∀s ∈ D ⇒ s ∈ C
The cardinality of the collaboration set C gives the number of collaborator
processes k required.
4.3 Heuristic H2: Total number of initial steps (j)
The total number of initial steps j required to place the k collaborator processes in
the respective states is given by:
j = k +
∑k
i=0 numStates(pmin(i))
where numStates(pmin(i)) returns the number of states in path pmin(i), where
pmin(i) is the pmin path generated in step 4 of Algorithm A1 for the i
th state in C.
The factor k is added because process creation is also considered to be a step.
4.4 Heuristic H3: Sequence of initial moves
Once the dependent states are known for ensuring liveness along a particular path,
the k processes need to be put in the dependent states. However, there may be
constraints between the dependent states and therefore any arbitrary sequence of
moves to place the processes in the dependent states may not work. For instance
in the example shown in Figure 7(a), collaborator processes need to be placed in
states s2, s3, s5 and s6. However, it is apparent that s5 is the ﬁrst state that needs
to be occupied by a collaborator, before other states.
In order to resolve such dependencies, we introduce the notion of priority states.
Deﬁnition: If a constraint exists between any two states, sx, sy ∈ D, the
priority state is the state (either sx or sy) that needs to be occupied ﬁrst by the
collaborator. (4.4)
Table 1 indicates the priority state for all the three modalities. Here, we assume





















Fig. 7. Dependency Sequence Examples
Table 1
Priority States




that the constraint is of the form: sx → M [sy]. In case of an obligated constraint,
the order in which the processes are placed in sx and sy does not matter.
Once we have established the priority states, a partial ordering is created for D
to determine the order in which the processes should be placed in the dependency
states. The partial ordering for the example in Figure 7(a) is given in Figure 8(a)











Fig. 8. Partial Ordering
5 Related Work
Several kinds of coordination models have been proposed in literature. In [8], we
categorize coordination models into diﬀerent classes: Connectors (ex: Petri nets),
Normative (ex: contracts), Data spaces (ex. Linda), etc.
However, there are fundamental points of departure between interaction schema
and coordination models. Coordination models, describe interaction and depen-
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dencies that are part of the service logic of the system. Interaction schema on the
other hand seeks to model interference among disparate mutually-autonomous pro-
cesses pursuing their own goals. There need not be any larger shared objective to
be collectively achieved. Collaboration features only as an emergent property of
convenience, that is used by processes to reduce uncertainties in the system, rather
being part of the service logic. In an interaction schema, the actual steps of coor-
dinated activity that a set of agents may eventually execute, might well have been
unimaginable by the system designer.
Interaction schema can be seen as a natural complement to normative multi-
agent systems [1,2]. A signiﬁcant amount of work has gone into normative reasoning
in multi-agent systems. Interaction schema however, concentrates on constraints
that are part of the agent space rather than part of the agents’ reasoning itself. The
concept of electronic institutions [4], that deﬁne a formalism to design and analyze
inter-agent protocols is somewhat similar. While the design principles of electronic
institutions are oriented for application in multi-agent systems, interaction schema
is primarily targeted towards developing a theory for HAS with the simplest possible
constructs.
While traditional model-checking using ﬁnite state machine(FSM) models [3]
check if the required speciﬁcations are satisﬁed using only state transitions, the in-
teraction schema, additionally considers the constraints between states while check-
ing a given model. There have been analogies drawn between interaction schema
and models like security automata and execution monitors. For a comparison of
LogicFence, a practical implementation of interaction schema with these models,
the reader is directed to Guha, et. al [6].
6 Conclusions and Future Work
This paper addressed the validation problem on a simpliﬁed HAS model for altru-
istic collaboration. Perhaps the biggest shortcoming of the current approach is the
assumption that no adversaries enter the system until the collaborators take their
positions. Essentially this addresses the question of how to close an open-world
system. However, even when altruistic collaboration is considered, it is necessary to
address situations where collaboration happens in the face of adversarial inﬂuence.
Since the adversaries and their plans are hidden, collaboration in such situations
would need to take the form of (game theoretic) strategies with probablistic plans.
As an extension to this work, we plan to explore the integration of system design
that addresses a system-wide teleological objective, with game theoretic strategies
that address individual process objectives.
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